
 
 

ASH June 2020 

JENNY BROWN’S POINT WALK: 

Start SD 472 751 

Out of the camp entrance turn left (NW) along the road to the fp on the left alongside the 
house. Follow fp down to Lambert’s Meadow (NT). Cross the meadow to the fb. Here turn 
left. Go past Burton Well and along track to Bottoms Lane. 

1: SD 468 749 

Turn left up lane a short distance and 
take lane on right. Follow this around 
to left to the road (Stankelt Road). Be 
careful of traffic here. Turn right along 
road to fp on left “Woodwell & 
Gibraltar”. Fp goes left around a field 
edge and in 90m path divides – take 
right fork for Woodwell. Descend 
steeply to the well - the wells and 
springs of Silverdale once supplied 
water for all the villagers and their 

livestock. Can you spot the spring? 

Continue ahead (SSW) up to road (Hollins Lane).  

2: SD 464 742 

Cross the road to fp opposite at the top of the hill. Follow fp through the woods and down 
to the shore. 

3: SD 470 738 

Turn right along shore to chimney near 
Brown’s Houses - it is now believed 
that the chimney is most likely to be 
the remains of a short-lived copper 
mining and smelting project set up by 
Robert Gibson in the 1780s. Continue 
along shore to road. Shortly after the 
road turns right at Jenny Brown’s 
Point take fp on left to Jack Scout.  
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4: SD 461 734 

Pause for a moment to consider the 
plight of the pleasure yacht 
‘Matchless’ which sank just off Jenny 
Brown’s Point in 1894 in a sudden 
squall with the loss of 25 lives.  
 
Follow along edge of cliffs to re-join 
road – as you climb see if you can 
find the “Giant’s Seat” GR 459 738. 

Great spot for a selfie! 

 

 

5: SD 461 738 

Turn left up road to road junction at Wolf House Gallery. Continue ahead (North) to turn 
right on fp “Woodwell” 

6: SD 463 745 

After 70m take fp on left through gateway. Follow fp NW round back of houses to road 
(Stankelt Road).  

7: SD 462 749 

Turn left then right into Silverdale village ((shops for sweets and drinks!!). Follow road NNE 
through village. Turn right up St. John’s Ave (just before the school).  

8: SD 462 753 

Take left fork in road along to fp at road end. At fp junction turn right (East) for Bottoms 
Lane. Cross fields to lane. Turn right along lane to road corner. Take fp on left “The Row”  

9: SD 471 755 

Turn right along “The Row”. (A quiet road but watch out for any traffic). Follow “The Row” 
back to the Activity Centre entrance. 

 

I hope that you enjoyed your walk today. 5.1 miles, 600 ft ascent. 


